
Calculus 1
Math 181

TEST 1

I. Find a possible formula for each of the following functions. Check that your formula fits the data points.

(a)
y

(b) y



2. If g(x)=.JSx-I and h(x)=7x+3, then find:

(c) h(~(l»)

(b) h(t)-2

3. In nature. the populationof two animals. one of which preys on the other (such as foxes and rabbits) are
observed to oscillate with time. and are found to be well approximated by a trigonometric function. If
the population of foxes is given by the graph below:
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(a) Find the amplitude.

(b) Find the period.

(c) Give a formula for the function.

(d) Give an estimate for three times when the population is 500.



4. Solve for x if y = e + 2%.

5. One of the graphs below shows the rate of flow. R. of blood from the heart in a man who bicycles for
twenty minutes. starting at t = 0 minutes. The other graph shows the pressure, p, in the artery leading
to a man's lungs as a function of the rate of flow of blood from the heart.
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(a) Estimate p(R(IO» and p(R(22».
(b) Explain what p(R(IO» represents in practical terms.
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6 Find each limit if it exists.

lim 3x2 -7x
a. x-+co 5x2 +3

h. lim x2 -9
x-+-3 x+3

7. Using the graph of f(x), find each limit if it exists.

c. lim f(x).
x--+2

a. limf(x)
.:&:-+0

h. lim f(x)
x--+r

d. limf(x)
x--+2

x



'=ProbleMS.

For Problems 2 - 3, consider the four graphs.
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Which of the followingdoes not have a horizontal asymptote?
(a) y = logx

1(b) y =-
x

(c) y = 5%
(d) y = Xl/3

-1

-2

2. Which of these graphs could represent even functions?

3. Which of these graphs could represent odd functions?
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& 1. Find a possible formula for each of the following functions. Check that your formula fits the data points.

(a) (b) y

y

(C\) 'rYX} = a (Xtl)(X~j.)l

'p (0) = g
a( __2)L ~ g

\
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·b 2. If g(x)=~5x-l and h(x)=7x+3. then find:

(c) h( ~ (1»)
I {I r: 'I' -I~\ _.....1-1\I '1.,11 _-,'-==- %~ ,H~. -!' • ('LA~·t~,,· ",
\

1,1 + 3 ~ 17
(b) h(t)-2

3. In nature. the populationof two animals. one of which preys on the other (such as foxes and rabbits) are
observed to oscillate with time. and are found to be well approximated by a trigonometric function. If
the population of foxes is givenby the graph below:
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(a) Find the amplitude. '30o
(b) Find the period. \ J_

(c) Give a formula for the function. ''I(f):::: 7m - 300 co s (~- -t )
(d) Give an estimate for three times when the population is 500.



4. Solve for x if y = e + 2%. 4

g 5. One of the graphs below shows the rate of flow.R. of blood from the heart in a man who bicycles for
twenty minutes. starting at t = 0 minutes. The other graph shows the pressure. p, in the artery leading
to a man's lungs as a functionof the rate of flow of blood from the heart.
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(a) Estimatep(R(IO» andp(R(22».
(b) Explain whatp(R(IO» represents in practical terms.
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lim 3x2 -7x .--
a. 2

x-+«> 5x +3

6 Find each limit if it exists.

L- (X-3) ~8J
X -') -3 .

& 7. Using the graph of f(x), find each limit if it exists.

c. I~ f<x) or; J..
x-+2

a. limf(x) :- ~
x-+O

h. lim f(x) = 0
x-+r

d. limf(x) c{oesV"t'+ exist
x-+2

x



t>rableMS.

Which of the following does not have a horizontal asymptote?
/(a) y = logx".
, --------l------
(b) y =-x
(c)y:::_5_x
(d) y = X1/3
\,------_..--

For Problems 2 - 3. consider the four graphs.

(I) 2

1

011) 2
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2. Which of these graphs could represent even functions?

3. Which of these graphs could represent odd functions?
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4. Which of the following could be graphs of functions that have inverses?

(a) 3 0) 2

2 1

1 x

x -1
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(0 3 (d) 2
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For Problems ~,. let I and 9 have values given in the table.

-2 1 2-1

-1

x I(x) g(x)
-2 1 -1
-1 0 I
0 -2 2

I 2 0
2 -1 -2

s, l(g(O» = _I

,. If I(g(x» = 1. then x = ~

1. log (Z~Z) =
(a) 2logM
(b) 2logN
c -21 _
(d) log(M - N) ~ log(M +N)


